HISTORY

Jill Abramson
What Do We Know About Bigfoot? $6.99 Available: 10.11.22
Steve Korte
What Was the Greatest? Muhammad Ali $7.99 Gabe Soria
Who Was E. B. White? $6.99 Gaul Herman
Who Was a Daring Pioneer of the Air? Amelia Earhart $7.99 Melanie Gillman

SCIENCE, NATURE, & REFERENCE

The Cool Bean Presents: As Cool as It Gets $10.99 Jory John
Smart Cookie $10.99 Jory John
The Sour Grape $10.99 Available: 11.1.22 Jory John

HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOKS

If You Laugh I’m Starting This Book Over $18.99 Chris Harris
I Am Me: A Book of Authenticity $15.99 Susan Verde
Wake Me Up in One Day: By the Numbers $9.99
The Three Billy Goats Gruff $18.99 Available: 10.18.22
Mac Barnett
The Real Dada Mother Goose: A Treasury of Complete Nonsense $9.95 Deanna F. Cook
The Pigeon Will Ride the Roller Coaster! $17.99 David Shannon
Gold! $18.99 David Shannon

EARLY CHAPTER BOOKS

What Can I Say? $16.95 Catherine Newman
Help You Get Along and Be a Good Friend $6.95 Catherine Newman
Cuba Return to the Wild $9.99
The Science of Baking (Ada Twist, Scientist: The Very Yucky Box #3) $12.99 Andrea Beaty
Ada Twist and the Disappearing Dogs (The Questioneers #3) $12.99
The Frustrating Big Kids! Volume Biggie! $16.99 Matthew Cordell

BEGINNING READERS

The Bad Seed Goes to the Library $4.99 ea.
Mo Willems

ARTS, CRAFTS, & LAUGHS

500 Riddles for Clever Kids: Brain Teasers for the Whole Family $8.99
5-Minute LEGO® Builds: Harry Potter $15.99 Available: 10.18.22
Scratch & Sketch Sheets w/ Stencils $12.99
Scratch & Sketch Draw, Erase, Smart; That’s Me $14.99
LEGO® Race Cars $29.99

Can’t Get to the Book Fair? Visit ABCFAIRS.COM

Support Your School! – Ordering is easy on ABCFAIRS.COM

Everything you buy, benefits your school! Not just books! Check out our toys & puzzles too!